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Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 

2:30 – 4:30 

238A Morrill Hall 

 

 

Present: Joseph Konstan (chair), Chris Bourland, Arlene Carney, Carl Flink, Sam Gill, Sophia 

Gladding, Heath Himstedt, Frank Kulacki, Scott Lanyon, Theodor Litman, Monica 

Luciana, Peh Ng 

 

Absent:  Kathryn Brown, Teri Caraway, Dann Chapman, Randy Croce, Karen Miksch, Nicholas 

Poggioli, George Sell, Cathrine Wambach 

 

Guests: John Kellogg (Director, Office of Institutional Research); Carolyn Chalmers (Director, 

Office for Conflict Resolution); Michael Volna (Controller) 

 

[In these minutes:  (1) who teaches what; (2) issues from the Office for Conflict Resolution; (3) statement 

on travel reimbursements and taxability] 

 

 

1. Who Teaches What 
 

 Professor Konstan convened the meeting at 2:30 and welcomed Mr. Kellogg, who joined Vice 

Provost Carney in discussing the annual report and data on "who teaches what":  who (faculty, staff, 

graduate students, others) teaches what courses (at what level). 

 

 Dr. Carney explained that the preparation and presentation of the data is a joint effort but the vast 

majority of the work is done by Mr. Kellogg; she narrates them but the credit is his.  These data have been 

prepared since 2006 and have been presented a number of times to this Committee as well as to the 

Senate Committee on Educational Policy.  She and Mr. Kellogg provided data for the fall of 2010 and the 

fall of 2013; they are broken out by campus, course level, discussion and lecture, and category of 

appointment of the instructor. 

 

 Mr. Kellogg explained some of the technical elements of the data, that it is drawn from 

department data from PeopleSoft, and that while it is not possible now, in the future they will be able to 

expand the data to include labs and other kinds of instructional delivery.  The data also do not include 

online courses, independent study, some medical and dental courses without instructors, and some other 

kinds of instruction.  He said that there is considerable variation across units, below the institutional level 

data being provided today.  Professor Lanyon speculated that the differences between the 2010 and 2013 

data were much smaller than the differences across units; Mr. Kellogg said he was correct.  Professor 

Konstan surmised that the data were as good as could be gathered and likely represented well what was 

occurring in the kinds of courses being captured in the data; Dr. Carney agreed but added the caveat that 

they are only as good as the data entered at the department level. 
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 Professor Konstan said that while there was a growth in overall number of sections and in the 

number of students from 2010 to 2013, there was a drop in the percent of courses taught by tenured and 

tenure-track faculty members.  Dr. Carney said she would not draw that conclusion.  One question raised 

when these data were first requested was whether most 1XXX courses were being taught by tenure-track 

faculty, not senior faculty.  The data do not show that to be the case, and it wouldn't be possible in any 

event because only 25% of the regular faculty are tenure-track.   

 

 Dr. Carney noted that for the Twin Cities, 52.6% of lecture courses in 2010 were taught by 

tenured and tenure-track faculty and 49.8% in 2013, and that as the course level increases, the percentage 

of courses taught by tenured/tenure-track faculty increases.  "Other" faculty taught 8.5% of the lecture 

courses.  Academic professionals taught 29.8% of lecture courses in 2010 and 32% in 2013.  The bottom 

line is that in 2013, the faculty taught more than 50% of the courses, and the next largest group was taught 

by academic professionals.  She said she doubted that the differences between 2010 and 2013 were 

statistically significant. 

 

 Professor Konstan said that a drop of over 2 percentage points in the three years amounted to 

more than a 5% decrease.  The Committee was told in the past that the number of classes taught by 

faculty members declined because there was a hiring pause and that that problem would be worked 

through.  So the percentage of courses taught by faculty members should be increasing, but it is not.  Dr. 

Carney pointed out that faculty members are given course releases, take sabbaticals and leaves, and that 

the faculty is aging (so take more medical leaves).  The University is past the hiring freeze but colleges 

are hiring in different phases; in Biological Sciences, for example, they are hiring contract faculty to teach 

introductory biology—the colleges make the decisions.  In addition, increased success in obtaining grant 

funding means more faculty must certify time on grants, and the colleges do not hire tenure-track faculty 

members to replace that teaching time. 

 

 Professor Flink said one can consider all the factors Dr. Carney enumerated, but one can still ask 

if the trend is meaningful.  Dr. Carney pointed out that none of the change comes from the central 

administration—colleges and departments do all the hiring, and departments have to make the case to the 

college for their hiring decisions.  This discussion is important, however, and the message needs to go 

back to departments:  Are they making decisions that affect the trend.  Are colleges making hiring 

decisions for fiscal reasons? 

 

 Professor Konstan said that for the consultation with this Committee, there needs to be a set of 

numbers that causes fear.  If there is no number in these data that causes alarm, perhaps the Committee 

should look at the data at the college level.  Dr. Carney said that any alarm at the central level would lead 

to compact discussions with the deans about the hiring in their colleges. 

 

 What worries him, Professor Konstan said, is that while there are no deep, dark secrets in any of 

these data, what may be coming is a more than 50% chance that a freshman entering a 1XXX class will 

not have a tenured or tenure-track faculty member as an instructor.  One can only know that if the data are 

entered correctly, Dr. Carney observed.  If these are the best data available, Professor Konstan said, and 

the Committee sees a trend, it will be the obligation of the senate and its committees to look at personnel 

policies.  Without the 20% cap in the current policy, it appears the result has been about 50% of courses 

not taught by tenured/tenure-track faculty members.  If that number increases, there are problems.  He 

suggested that the change from 2010 to 2013 is statistically significant, but that 2010 data may reflect 
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stimulus funding and departments were not hiring tenured and tenure-track faculty with those funds—and 

2013 doesn't show a recovery. 

 

 Vice Provost Carney observed that the SRT (student-rating-of-teaching) data are extraordinarily 

high, no matter the category of people delivering the instruction.  Students are saying that all groups 

teaching are doing an extremely good job.  But she has two observations.  (1) The data would be helped 

the University had an absolute rule on how courses must be entered in PeopleSoft, and then a 2-3% 

difference could be important.  (2) What are colleges doing?  Are departments having discussions about 

how they should instruct their students? 

 

 Dr. Himstedt asked if there's a University goal for the number of students in a section, because 

there seem consistently to be about 50 (there is not; practices vary widely across colleges and 

departments, based on instructional needs).  He also noted that there are fewer classes at the 6XXX, 

7XXX, and 8XXX levels, and that classes are bigger at the 1XXX – 5XXX levels, and wondered if the 

University is interested in affecting those numbers.  Dr. Carney said not; those are decisions left to 

colleges and departments, but every department should review the decisions on a regular basis. 

 

 Professor Kulacki said that if "other" faculty count as faculty, then the decline from 2010 to 2013 

was 1 percentage point on 53%, so about 1.4%.  He said that presuming other faculty are hired with the 

same entry-level criteria as regular faculty, the Committee may be trying to make too much from two data 

points and one cannot argue "the kid won't see a professor." 

 

 It comes down to what one is trying to measure, Professor Konstan said.  In his college, 

enrollments are up and it is easier to get approval from the dean for a non-tenure-track faculty member or 

an academic professional than it is to hire a tenure-track faculty member.  That attitude reflects a natural 

conservatism on the part of deans, who have been through hard times and who must rely on college 

revenues.  The faculty must decide what it as the faculty thinks about that approach—and the Committee's 

response would likely be different if the practice is confined to 1-2 colleges rather than appearing in all of 

them. 

 

 Professor Ng commented that in the case of Morris, many courses are both lecture and discussion, 

both taught by tenured and tenure-track faculty members, and how they appear in these data depends 

entirely on how people chose to label them.  She agreed with Vice Provost Carney that there is need for a 

University-wide discussion on how to label courses.  She added that most labs at Morris are also taught 

by tenured/tenure-track faculty members, as are many on the Twin Cities campus, so it is unfortunate that 

labs are not included in the data.  Dr. Carney concurred that it would help to have labs and that course 

entry data may be random—the faculty don't really care how a course is labeled, they just want something 

in which students can enroll.  Professor Konstan commented that none of the descriptions that are used 

are actually accurate for most education; lectures often break into discussions, for example. 

 

 Dr. Carney reviewed the data for the non-metro campuses.  Most Morris classes are taught by 

regular faculty and the data are similar for 2010 and 2013.  There are not many "other" faculty and few 

academic professionals.  Duluth has a larger proportion of classes taught by "other" faculty; it is a 

unionized campus and its personnel plans are likely related to the contract with the union.  Crookston has 

a larger number of academic professionals teaching because they are hired to teach the online courses, of 

which Crookston has many.  Rochester has no graduate students but offers science-oriented degrees, has 

no tenured faculty yet (but will soon), and the faculty teach the courses and academic professionals 
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handle the labs and discussion sections.  So, she concluded, there is variation across the campuses in how 

they hire, and much of the variation is related to mission, but the institution needs to be vigilant about 

what it is doing and the discussions need to start at the department and college levels. 

 

 Professor Lanyon said he recognized that many decisions are made by departments and colleges, 

but there must be a point at which a red flag gets raised.  What is that point?  Right now there are two data 

points; if there is an increase in two or three years in the percentage of courses taught by non-faculty, the 

University may need to step in.  Dr. Carney pointed out that the provost's office does not receive hiring 

decisions; other CIC institutions exercise more central oversight over hiring than occurs here.   

 

 Professor Konstan thanked Dr. Carney and Mr. Kellogg for their report and asked that the 

Committee receive data by college the next time they are presented. 

 

2. Issues from the Office for Conflict Resolution (OCR) 
 

 Professor Konstan now welcomed Ms. Chalmers to the meeting and reported that he had had a 

pre-meeting discussion with her to ask "what is going on?"  One question is what OCR can do to keep 

faculty disputes small and help faculty with skills to deal with problems. 

 

 Ms. Chalmers said that rather than provide a "report" from her office, she would focus on topics 

of interest to the Committee and invite discussion about how her office could be more helpful to faculty 

members.  Her office is quite small but has a vision about dealing with conflicts as they arise locally 

rather than taking a pass or ignoring them.  If ignored , the problems can grow and affect engagement, 

productivity, loyalty and effectiveness.  So she asked the Committee to help think about how OCR can be 

more helpful to faculty. 

 

 OCR has existed for 20 years; Ms. Chalmers provided the Committee with materials describing 

what it has done.  With respect to services for faculty members, she said there have been several waves.  

In 2003 FCC referred to the OCR advisory committee the question of whether there should be faculty 

ombuds services; the question was studied.  The FCC recommended faculty ombuds services within the 

Grievance Office to the president who referred it to the Grievance Office to study in connection with the 

upcoming five year review; the 2005 recommendations included changing the name of the office, 

increasing the authority of OCR to deal with disputes informally and moving away from the formal 

grievance process.  The matter came up again in this Committee in 2008:  should there be faculty ombuds 

services; a workgroup studied it and the Committee recommended a 50%-time faculty position, to be 

piloted for three years, closely allied with OCR.  That recommendation was approved by the Faculty 

Senate but was not implemented.  It does not seem that further study is needed. 

 

 OCR has also provided educational programming for faculty, Ms. Chalmers said. More 

systematic pedagogically appropriate education for faculty on "soft skills" and on fostering a productive 

local work environment is needed. 

 

 Ms. Chalmers invited comments on how OCR can help handle conflicts in departments.   

 

One question to her was how she handles the issue of neutrality/impartiality when one person 

comes to OCR to initiate discussion or action.  Neutrality is an important goal, Ms. Chalmers said.  There 

is an important distinction between being neutral in a particular conflict and being an advocate for a fair 
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and open process where people can be heard.  Some see the latter as being in conflict with neutrality.  

Some are initially defensive and critical of OCR regardless of the perspective OCR brings.  Many who 

come to her office do not want OCR to talk to anyone else, they want OCR to hear them and brainstorm 

with them and then they choose to implement action steps themselves.  In this circumstance OCR only 

hears one side of the story.  It is terribly important, when there is another side involved, for OCR staff to 

communicate that they understand they have heard only one side and want to learn about the various 

lenses through which people see the problem.  OCR staff must give the benefit of doubt to all those 

voices—that is the goal, Ms. Chalmers said.    

 

What about the case when department heads/chairs change?  OCR advocates for a fair process, 

and protects faculty confidentiality, but how do they communicate to incoming chairs/heads that there are 

cases in process?  Chairs may take office without knowing what is going on. 

 

Both that question and the previous one are about more effective communication with faculty 

members, Ms. Chalmers commented.  If a formal process is underway, the department head would 

receive notices; if the process is informal, how much is made known depends on the wishes of the faculty 

member.  Professor Konstan said it comes down to tracking cases versus ambushing new administrators 

who have no idea there is a problem. 

 

What about the case of a conflict between a faculty member and a dean over resource allocation?  

(For example, a promise made that is not kept.)  To what extent does OCR deal with that kind of conflict?  

Most faculty believe it is not productive to fight but instead they learn from events and get wiser.  And 

what might be different if there were faculty ombuds services, as opposed to Ms. Chalmers becoming 

involved?   

 

Yes, OCR does deal with this kind of faculty/dean conflict.  If someone believes a promise was 

made and not kept, Ms. Chalmers said, they can file a petition, which goes to a peer panel; the panel 

issues a recommendation to the provost, who makes a decision.  If the promise was less concrete, she tries 

to help faculty figure out how to negotiate successfully and, at the same time, avoid a breakdown in 

communication.  If the faculty member wants her to facilitate a discussion with the dean, that is an option. 

 

Professor Konstan asked if she receives such matters now.  He said he has seen reports that 

suggest a faculty ombuds person would be useful; what could that person do that she cannot now do?  Ms. 

Chalmers said that tenured faculty members have access to colleagues in some cases that she does not.  

She has good friends who are faculty members and has a background in employment law, but those are 

not the same as being a tenured faculty member.  On the other hand, just being a tenured faculty is not 

enough; the person must have a certain set of skills to function effectively as an ombuds person.  Having a 

faculty person work at OCR, perhaps on a part-time pilot as recommended in the 2008 report, would help 

the credibility and visibility of the office with the faculty and provide broader services to faculty. 

 

Professor Gladding asked what the balance in OCR work is between informal and formal 

proceedings.  It is about 90-95% informal, Ms. Chalmers said, and of that, over half is private coaching, 

individual facilitation, or small group work (e.g., a dysfunctional lab team).   

 

Are the interactions clustered in certain places or spread across the University, Professor Lanyon 

asked.  If the former, is that because a faculty colleague used OCR's services and so knew about them?  

Last year they dealt with about 50 faculty matters, a disproportionate number of which came from the 
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Academic Health Center.  Faculty members in the AHC face a rapidly changing external environment, 

competitive pressures, deficits, leadership transitions, etc.   She agreed that in some units individuals have 

spread the word and that has led to more contacts with OCR from that unit.  Professor Lanyon said that in 

the large scheme of things, OCR services are something faculty should know about, but no matter how 

much they are told, they don't know—and if they do know, it is typically because a colleague used OCR.  

And sometimes the need for service is immediate.  It isn't clear what the best way to inform faculty 

members is.  Ms. Chalmers agreed.  One way to get the message out is through the discussion in the 

Committee's minutes; the office also sends out a letter annually reminding faculty members of OCR 

services.   

 

Professor Konstan guessed that most people in organizational roles do not think to refer 

employees to OCR when they must deliver an adverse decision to the employee; perhaps they could do so 

before a conflict arises.  Ms. Chalmers agreed. 

 

Professor Luciana asked if Ms. Chalmers is willing to visit departments and give workshops and 

make presentations.  She certainly is, Ms. Chalmers said.  Professor Luciana commented there could be 

conflicts that she as department chair does not know about; such presentations could help educate faculty 

about dealing with them. 

 

Professor Flink asked if OCR has statistics on the satisfaction (or not) of its clients.  They do, Ms. 

Chalmers said; the office sends a satisfaction survey to all who interact with OCR, and the results are sent 

annually by the Advisory Committee to the Vice President for Equity and Diversity (to whom OCR 

reports).  They do have a high satisfaction rate.  Professor Flink said it would be helpful for faculty 

members to know that. 

 

Ms. Bourland asked if information about OCR is provided at the New Faculty Orientation.  It is, 

Dr. Carney said, in the exhibit hall, where many offices have booths with people to talk to.  So new 

faculty members know about OCR at some level, but it is unlikely they think about it until they need the 

services. 

 

Professor Lanyon said that mentioning these kinds of offices and services at each faculty 

meeting—one per meeting, over the year, to remind people of services that are available—would be easy 

to do if it would not take up a big part of the agenda.  And if the chair is going into a meeting that may 

involve conflict, having that information available, as a way to provide a resource, could help defuse the 

situation at the outset.  Dr. Carney observed that every tenure denial letter has the contact information the 

person needs.  The system is only fair if everyone knows of the resources available.   

 

Professor Konstan said that Professor Lanyon's list for department meetings could well include 

100 items.  Professor Lanyon suggested that Vice Provost Carney could no doubt identify a list of 10 or 

fewer things that faculty members should know.  That would a good parting gift from her as she returns to 

the faculty.  Dr. Carney said her parting gift would be a handbook for chairs to let them know of resources 

available to them; she does provide information to chairs about difficult situations. 

 

Professor Konstan said that Ms. Chalmers might think about a name change for her office, 

because the current name doesn't suggest a place one can come to avoid conflict.  Ms. Chalmers agreed 

and said she would welcome any thoughts.  Professor Konstan said it should suggest the idea that 

someone can come to the office unilaterally and without necessarily seeking a resolution or mediation.  
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Dr. Carney agreed and reported that in many cases, a faculty member just wants to talk to her, not that she 

do anything.  Ms. Chalmers agreed that it is important to communicate that people can come alone to the 

office. 

 

Professor Konstan thanked Ms. Chalmers for the discussion and said the Committee may be back 

in touch if it concludes it should revive the recommendation for a faculty ombuds service. 

 

3. Statement on Travel Reimbursements & Taxability 
 

 Professor Konstan welcomed Mr. Volna to the meeting and provided copies of a resolution he 

prepared on the issue of the potential taxability of late travel reimbursements, between the * * *: 

 

* * * 

 

The Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs (SCFA): 

 

--  Understands the University's concern with long-delayed travel reimbursements in light of IRS 

guidance about the possible taxable nature of such reimbursements; 

  

--  Nonetheless recognizes that faculty frequently have legitimate reasons for late reimbursement requests, 

including multiple trips, multiple sources of reimbursement, and general management of workflow; 

 

--  Strongly recommends that the administration articulate and implement policies that protect the tax-

exempt nature of such reimbursements, while affording faculty (and other employees traveling on 

university business) the greatest flexibility possible.  At a minimum, such policies and procedures should 

offer no less than the IRS-specified safe harbor period of 60 days to substantiate reimbursable travel 

expenses, absent a specific earlier deadline associated with expiration of specific funds; and 

 

--  Strongly discourages the University from making unilateral determinations that late travel 

reimbursement requests are taxable.  Such a determination ignores individual circumstances and will 

appear as punitive.  Rather, SCFA strongly recommends offering an exception-approval process (at the 

unit or college level) where late travel reimbursement can be approved as justified.  If such approval is 

denied or not requested, taxable reimbursement is a reasonable alternative if accompanied by guidance on 

how taxes on such payments can be offset by deducting travel expenses as unreimbursed business 

expenses or as schedule C business expenses. 

 

* * * 

 

 Professor Konstan recalled that IRS has taken the position that significantly-delayed expense 

reimbursement could be taxable.  The University is reviewing its policies; at the last Committee 

discussion, there appeared to be consensus around the position advocated in the draft statement.  If the 

Committee adopts the statement, it will be provided to Mr. Volna. 

 

 Mr. Volna explained how the IRS views organizational approaches to late reimbursements and 

that the University's plan will be considered reasonable.  There will be guidelines and FAQs for 

departments.  Professor Lanyon suggested, because these cases are relatively infrequent, that the office 

responsible for approving late reimbursements should be one that sees them frequently, which suggests 
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not at the department or college level.  Mr. Volna said that he now consults with departments if there are 

questions, but ultimately it has to be a department decision and he does not want to replace those 

decisions.  Professor Konstan concurred that the decision should be made in an academic unit where there 

is an understanding of the faculty job. 

 

 Mr. Volna said the Committee statement was very helpful and supports the direction in which his 

office wishes to go. 

 

 The Committee voted unanimously to approve the resolution. 

 

 Professor Konstan thanked Mr. Volna for joining the meeting and adjourned it at 4:15. 

 

      -- Gary Engstrand 

 

University of Minnesota 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


